


Telegraph from Berkeley 

Have a very hateful Thanksgiving  

By Ace Backwords 

One thing I remember about last Thanksgiving 2016. It was 
the beginning of the rainy season. And we had already gotten 
5 inches of rain (we would go on to get 37 inches). Hate Man 
had recently turned 80. But he still seemed strong and 
vigorous. And we all just assumed he would live forever, and 
the pushing and slapping and making demands would never 
end. Of course it turned out to be his last Thanksgiving. And 
it turned out to be a brutal winter. Hate made it all the way 
through the rainy season. But by the time April 1st finally 
rolled by he was pretty much shot. And he died the next day. 

The thing I remember about last Thanksgiving was hanging 
out at Hate Camp all afternoon. And group after group kept 
converging on People’s Park offering turkey dinners. There 
must have been at least 10 different groups bringing 
complete Thanksgiving dinners for the homeless. And they 
kept coming at us from every direction. And each time Hate 
would shout out “IN-COMING!” as we were bombarded with 
more food. Ha ha. 

Then around 4 in the afternoon this guy pulls up to People’s 
Park in his van and announces: “I HAVE FREE TURKEY DINNERS 
FOR ANYBODY WHO WANTS ONE!!” He has big trays full of 
turkey and mashed potatoes with gravy and cranberry sauce 
and pumpkin pies and etc. The works. But all the street 
people are laying on their sides in the grass groaning. I mean, 
at this point we can’t even LOOK at any more turkey. But the 
poor guy is going up to person after person announcing “HEY I 
GOT FREE FOOD IN MY VAN IF YOU’RE HUNGRY!” But we’re all 
like. “Yeah yeah. Great. You got any Alka-Seltzer?” 

I finally felt a little sorry for the guy. Standing there all alone 
by his van with all that food and nobody to eat it. “All revved 
up and nowhere to go.” So I went over and got a plate. 
Thanked him profusely. Happy Thanksgiving.### 

 

R.I.P. Hate Man 

We are a community of  real estate investors (with locations 
nationwide) who are always looking for motivated people 
that want to learn how they can become financially indepen-
dent. We build our teams with folks who have the drive and 
determination to make a change!

Real estate investing can be a very lucrative venture *if* you 
know what you are doing. Learning how to find deals and 
make money is something most people consider only possible 
with years of  experience and a ton of  cash. Neither are nec-
essarily true and we can show you how this can be a realistic 
and attainable goal. 

If  you are someone who's ready to make a change, please 
send your full name along with your contact phone number 
and email and I'll contact you within the next 24 hours (48 
hours if  on a weekend). We'll go over your interests and goals 
to see if  there's a good match!

Are you ready for a change?  
Learn real estate investing! 

To start on your new path, text or call me at: 
 916-542-9421





The Society Page 

By Gene Mahoney 

 

This issue was supposed to be 
distributed in Russian Hill, too, but 
I changed my mind at the last 
minute. So ignore the first part of 
this column… 

Happy New Year, Nob Hill! 

Oh, and Russian Hill, too! 

Yes, in 2016 the Herald returned to 
print as a newsletter for Lower Nob 
Hill. Then I figured, “What the hell, 
let’s make it for all of Nob Hill.” 

Well, in that same enthusiastic “What 
the hell” spirit, the Herald has moved 
the ball further up Polk Street to 
include Russian Hill as well. 

Some of you may think I’m nuts, and I 
may be, but at least I know the 
difference between Nob Hill and 
Russian Hill. 

Unlike, apparently, the proprietors of 
Russian Hill Upholstery & Décor, 
which is located in Nob Hill, not 
Russian Hill. 

Russian Hill is a beautiful 
neighborhood. It’s the gateway to 
Fisherman’s Wharf. It’s got bucolic 
views of the bay. It’s home to 
Lombard Street – “The Crookedest 
Street in the World.” (Actually, 
Vermont Street in Potrero Hill really 
is, but let’s not ruin a great tourist 
tradition.) And though Russian Hill is a 
swell place, Nob Hill will always be 
closer to my heart. 

I lived in Lower Nob Hill from 1995 to 
1996. My first girlfriend in California 
lived just south of California Street 
(Lower Upper Nob Hill). The SF Herald 
address when it was a newspaper 
from 1998 to 2008 was at the now 
defunct Geary Rent-A-Box on Geary 
Street (Lowest Nob Hill). 

And I may have been born in New York 
City and raised on Long Island, but I 
was probably conceived in Nob Hill, 
overlooking Union Square, at the St. 

Francis Drake Hotel. I was born almost 
exactly nine months after my parents’ 
honeymoon in San Francisco. 

So you’re not just another 
neighborhood to me, Nob Hill.  

I love ya. (Kiss noise.) 

XXXOOOOXXXXOOO 

Though not enough to live in. I prefer 
life in the suburbs, and the only time 
I’m in Nob Hill is when I’m annoying 
the merchants there by begging them 
to advertise in this rag. 

But hey, I still love ya. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Irish Castle Gift Shop on Geary Street, 
which has been open since the 1960s, 
is shutting down. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

Check out the ad for Krav Maga, San 
Francisco in this issue. (Krav Maga is 
the self-defense technique used by 
the Israeli Defense Force.) Barny 
Foland - who co-owns it with his wife 
Gail - is a Marine Vietnam veteran 
who has taught federal agents, state 
agents, and local law enforcement 
throughout the Bay Area. They’re on 
Bush Street between Polk and Van 
Ness. 

XXXXXXXXXX 

I’m not Jewish, but I did go to the 
movies on Christmas Day (skipped the 
Chinese food, though). 

I caught acclaimed British thespian 
Gary Oldman portray the hero of the 
20th Century. A man most of England 
thinks is the greatest Brit who ever 
lived.  

No, not Sid Vicious. “Sid and Nancy” 
came out over 30 years ago. 

The figure Oldman portrayed in this 
film was more brash and menacing 
than Sid Vicious.  

The movie was “Darkest Hour” – a 
celluloid portrait of the late, great 
U.K. Prime Minister Winston Churchill. 

The film’s been widely praised, pretty 
much by all critics except Kyle Smith 
of National Review, who claimed the 
real Churchill was more decisive than 
Oldman’s tortured, Oscar-bait 
performance suggests. 

I would have preferred the not-true 
London Tube scene near the end of 
the movie (complete with a dash of 
forced political correctness) to be 
replaced with a true one at the 
beginning of the movie; A flashback to 
a 24 year old Churchill escaping from 
a prison camp during the Second Bohr 
War and leaving a note behind for the 
camp’s commander, apologizing that 
he couldn’t say goodbye to him 
personally.  

Before “Darkest Hour” we were 
treated to a trailer for “The Final 
Year” – a documentary about the 
waning days of the Obama 
Administration. 

The crowd at the Guild Theater in the 
politically correct enclave of Menlo 
Park stared wistfully at the screen, 
remembering the good old days, like… 

The American Reinvestment and 
Recovery Act of 2009, which spent 
billions of taxpayer dollars to fix 
roads by placing traffic cones (and no 
workers) on them. 

The Obama Administration being the 
first U.S. presidential administration 
in modern history to never achieve a 
year of at least 3% GDP growth. 

Those one-sided negotiations where 
dictators in Iran and Cuba walked all 
over the administration and got 
money from us to prop up their dying 
regimes.  

The Affordable Care Act which 
increased health insurance rates 
beyond affordability. And “If you like 
your doctor you can keep your 
doctor.” 

The president who said he loved 
America with all the sincerity of Rosie 
O’Donnell talking about her crush on 
Tom Cruise back in the ‘90s. 

The only part of the trailer for “The 
Final Year” which elicited hissing was 



a brief shot of the final results for 
Election Night 2016. 

Ironically, the audience in Menlo Park 
that day watching the portrayal of 
Churchill with admiration would have 
hated the real Churchill had they 
been alive in 1940. 

(President Obama, their matinee idol, 
had Churchill’s bust removed from the 
Oval Office.) 

Less than a century ago the world was 
saved by a politician who didn’t act 
like one – a loud, rude patriot who 
made no apologies for defending 
Western Civilization and thought a 
war should be fought to be won, not 
endured. A man many thought was 
crazy.  

Hmmm. Sound like someone we know 
today? 

XXXXXXXXXX 

A few issues ago this column had a 
piece about a Brit connected with 
World War II who wasn’t anywhere as 
well-known as Winston Churchill. His 
name was Eddie Chapman and was the 
subject of a biography titled “Agent 
ZigZag” by Ben Macintyre, published 
in 2007. 

I recommended you read the book, 
but I doubt anyone did, so here’s an 
ultra-condensed version of it, written 
like a pitch for a Hollywood movie. Or 
more like a ninth grade homework 
assignment written at the last 
minute… 

The book begins at 2:13 a.m. on 
December 16, 1942. Eddie Chapman, 
a German spy who was born and 
raised in Britain, parachutes into 
England.  

Backup to the spring of 1939. 
Chapman is at a restaurant with his 
girlfriend Betty Farmer on the island 
of Jersey (an unofficial British 
territory). Policemen enter the 
restaurant looking for him. He kisses 
Betty and tells her, “I shall go. But I 
shall always come back.” Then he 
smashes through a window. Chapman 
had been arrested and jailed in 
Jersey, but escaped. The cops catch 

him and he is imprisoned again. He 
had been in jail because he was a 
member of a gang that would blow up 
safes and steal their money. Once he 
served his time in Jersey he would 
most certainly be sent to England and 
be imprisoned for numerous safe 
breaking crimes committed there. 

The Germans take over Jersey in 
1940, and the prison system there is 
taken over by the Nazi bureaucracy. 
Chapman befriends a fellow inmate 
named Anthony Faramus. They’re 
released in 1941 and since the Brits 
no longer rule Jersey, Chapman isn’t 
sent to England for further jail time. 
Chapman and Faramus open a barber 
shop and use it to run their petty 
illegal activities. Chapman misses 
Freda, the woman back in England he 
fathered a daughter with. He’s never 
seen his daughter. The Germans 
(wrongly) suspect Chapman of being 
part of the resistance. 

Chapman and Faramus are jailed 
again, this time near Paris. They offer 
to spy for Germany. The Nazis take 
Chapman up on the offer but keep 
Faramus in prison as a bargaining tool 
should Chapman consider betraying 
them. The Nazis figure Chapman is 
facing a long jail sentence in the UK 
so he couldn’t have any allegiance to 
his native country. Plus they promise 
him money upon his return from 
England.  

 

Eddie Chapman 

A German officer, Stephan von 
Groning, takes Chapman under his 
wing. Chapman begins a three month 
training program on how to spy on 
Britain for Germany. The Nazis 
training him love Germany but hate 
Hitler. Chapman parachutes into 

England and realizes that’s where his 
allegiance lies. He knocks on the door 
of a house, the couple inside give him 
tea and toast, then phone the police. 
Chapman tells the cops he needs to 
speak to British Intelligence, who 
proceed to interrogate him.  

Chapman wires false information to 
the Germans, including Stephan von 
Groning. He gets depressed and wants 
to see Freda and his daughter. He 
sees them, cheers up, leaves England, 
and returns to his German superiors. 
The British hope he’ll remain faithful 
to England.  

In occupied Norway he meets a 
woman who is a member of the 
resistance. They have an affair and he 
finally confides to her that he’s a 
British spy working against the Nazis. 
Chapman notices von Groning is 
stealing some of his allowance money. 
British Intelligence doesn’t hear from 
Chapman and assume he’s dead. The 
Germans drop Chapman into England 
again. The war ends.  

Chapman doesn’t reunite with Freda. 
He doesn’t reunite with the 
Norwegian girl. He tracks down Betty 
Farmer, the woman he had last seen 
in Jersey before smashing through a 
window in an attempt to escape the 
police. It was there that he had told 
her, “I shall go. But I shall always 
come back.” 

Betty Farmer and Eddie Chapman get 
married and have a daughter. Years 
later the daughter gets married. One 
of the wedding guests is Stephan von 
Groning, the German officer who took 
Chapman under his wing and trained 
him to be a spy for the Nazis. They 
reminisce about the old days. Anthony 
Faramus, Chapman’s friend from 
prison, becomes Cary Grant’s butler. 
Eddie Chapman dies in 1997. 

The San Francisco Herald is copyright 2018 
by Gene Mahoney (except work not done 
by Mr. Mahoney as artists retain the 
copyright to their own work). The 
situations, events, and characters in Good 
Clean Fun comics are fictitious; any 
similarity to persons living, dead, or in 
hiding is purely coincidental. None of 
these events ever happened. Contact: 
Gene Mahoney, P.O. Box 843, Redwood 
City, CA 94064 











Telegraph from Berkeley 

By Ace Backwords 

A few random facts about me 

1.)  I’m an incredibly weird person. 
I’ve never met anybody quite like me. 
At the same time, I’m just an Every 
Man and I’m going through the exact 
same shit as you are. 

2.)  I’m a shameless narcissist 
egomaniac who’s obsessed with myself. 
At the same time I’m just studying my 
life just like I’d study any other 
subject. I’m more interested in my life 
(as opposed to, say, everybody else’s 
lives) just because it happens to be my 
life. 

3.)  I’m a registered Republican living 
in Berkeley, former hippie acid 
casualty who published a punk rock 
zine and interviewed Johnny Rotten of 
the Sex Pistols. Makes perfect sense to 
me. But I can see how it might appear 
odd to others. 

4.)  My first real success, after a life of 
mostly failure, was in 1980, age 23. A 
local porn paper had a writing contest 
— submit your Sex Fantasy and Win 
$100. I won. Then the porn paper set 
up a porno shoot with me and some 
nude porno model handing me the $100 
check. I still have a copy of the issue of 
that porn paper with my photo in it 
stashed somewhere. But I can’t for the 
life of me remember what it was I 
wrote. 

5.)  I have two feral cats that I dearly 
love. Aside from that I really don’t 
have any friends. That’s probably not a 
good sign, regarding my mental and 
moral character. 

6.)  I’m an attention whore with a 
shameless need to draw attention to 
myself. Half the time. The other half 
of the time I’m a reclusive nerd who 
wishes everyone would leave me alone. 
Needless to say that has caused me 
some problems.### 

Charles M. Schulz  

I don’t know why. But for some reason 
I was just thinking about the interview 
I did with Charles Schulz in 1983. The 
Peanuts guy. 

He invited me up to his studio in Santa 
Rosa to interview him. I guess I’m just 
wondering why he would invite a nut 
like me up to his scene. I was 28 years 
old at the time. And sort of a hippie 
punk countercultural underground 
artist weirdo. And Schulz was Mr. 
Mainstream All-America. Hostess 
Twinkies and Hallmark Greeting cards 
and “Good grief Charlie Brown” and 
“Happiness is a warm puppy.” 

So it was an odd meeting of the minds. 

I guess he was just bored. And maybe 
he thought it was a worthwhile way to 
waste a couple of hours with this nut 
Ace Backwords. 

I interviewed him in his studio where 
he drew his Peanuts comic strip. There 
was a half–finished Peanuts comic strip 
on his drawing board. Which was mind-
boggling to me. I had grown up as a 
little kid reading Peanuts. And now I 
was at the epicenter — the eye of the 
hurricane — where they were actually 
created. 

We talked back and forth for two or 
three hours. I was so nervous when I 
got to the end of my cassette tape that 
I was interviewing him with — my $30 
Sony cassette recorder — I accidentally 
flipped the cassette over a third time 
and recorded over 30 minutes of the 
tape. 

 Completely erased 30 minutes of our 
immortal conversation (always regret 
that). 

I remember at one point Schulz said he 
was disappointed with most 
interviewers. They mostly asked dull 
questions. I could tell it was a 
backhanded compliment. I could tell 
he was enjoying talking with me. 

I guess that’s why he talked for 2 or 3 
hours. 

For me it was like talking to somebody 
who was my father. Even though we 
weren’t related. It was like talking to 
somebody who was my father.### 

More Ghosts of Berkeley Past  

This building on the corner of Shattuck 
and University is like a ghost to me. 

In 1986 it was the office of the Daily 
Californian, the campus newspaper. 
And every semester the staff voted on 
what comic strips they’d run for the 
semester. And in 1986 I won the 
election. And it turned out to be a big 
break for me. Because I was able to 
quit my day job and spend the next 9 
years working full-time as a cartoonist. 

Then, 10 years later in 1996, I flamed 
out. Ran out of comic strip punchlines. 
Ended up homeless. 

As fate would have it, this church 
group hired me to coordinate this art 
project making Christmas cards on a 
linoleum press. As fate would have it, 
their work space for the project was 
this little office in the basement of this 
building. So I set up shop down there 
for a couple months. And it was a great 
gig. I was a fairly renowned local 
Berkeley artist at that point. And most 
of my friends were brilliant artists. So 
we produced a beautiful batch of 
linoleum press Christmas cards. And 
they all sold like hot cakes. I had my 
vending table on Telegraph and they 
sold really well. 

We would put 4 of the card designs on 
this tray. Run the paint over them with 
this paint roller. And then run the 
cards through the linoleum press. Then 
we’d hang all the cards on a clothes 
line so the paint could dry. Then we’d 
package the Christmas cards in sets of 
10 which we’d sell for 10 bucks. 

And they all sold. Because they were 
beautiful cards. And it was an amazing 
gig. It was literally like printing up 
money. Every time we printed a card 
we made a dollar. 

And me and my co-worker Zach got 
really good at cranking out those 
Christmas cards as quickly as we could. 
We cranked them out like a machine 
on an assembly line. 

The town of Berkeley has so many 
ghosts for me. I can’t walk by a 
building without flashing back to a 
zillion weird memories from the ethers 
of the past. 

That was probably my greatest period 
as an adult. 1996, 1997, 1998. That 
was probably as close as I would come 
to being happy.### 



Get Fit, Have Fun, 
Learn Self Defense for Life!

• Try our regular memberships, 
• Women’s ONLY seminars, 
• 6 Week fitness or Self Defense Challenge 

or one of our other upcoming seminars.  
• We also do corporate team building 

seminars and small to large groups.  
• We can design a program to meet the 

needs of your group or employees. 

Visit our website

www.kravmaga-sf.com
or

Come on in, to try out our 
*FREE 1 week trial membership

Krav Maga SF
1455 Bush Street

San Francisco, Ca. 94109
415-921-0612

Our Krav Maga Kids Class, come and try it.*
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